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	New Programmers Start Here introduces students to the world of computer programming using JavaScript and related technologies. This book doesn't just teach the basics of programming, but also all of the tools that new programmers need to get started, including the basics of making web pages and how the Internet works. This book offers practice problems, activities, and a host of helps to get new programmers started, plus a large glossary of terms introduced in the book and that a new programmer might encounter when learning on their own or reading other material. No special software is required - this book works on all computers.
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Quantum Approach to InformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An essential overview of quantum information
Information, whether inscribed as a mark on a stone tablet or encoded as a magnetic domain on a hard drive, must be stored in a physical object and thus made subject to the laws of physics. Traditionally, information processing such as computation occurred in a framework governed by laws of classical...
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Stress Fractures, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, 1e (The Clinics: Orthopedics)Saunders, 2005

	You say it to patients who present with vague, unexplained muscle soreness that hasn't been getting better for awhile: "Looks like you did too much too soon." Stress fractures are common injuries in the elite and everyday athlete who didn't listen to his body and pushed it too far for too long. Christopher C. Kaeding, M.D.,...
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Elasticsearch: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Whether you need full-text search or real-time analytics of structured data—or both—the Elasticsearch distributed search engine is an ideal way to put your data to work. This practical guide not only shows you how to search, analyze, and explore data with Elasticsearch, but also helps you deal with the complexities of...
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Stealing the Network: How to Own a ContinentSyngress Publishing, 2004
This book outlines a fictional plot to "own the box" by compromising an entire continent's network infrastructure. It combines a set of stories with real technology to show readers the danger that lurks in the shadows of the information security industry.

The first book in this series ...
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Demand-Driven Associative Classification (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	The ultimate goal of computers is to help humans to solve problems. The solutions
	for such problems are typically programmed by experts, and the computers need
	only to follow the specified steps to solve the problem. However, the solution of
	some problems may be too difficult to be explicitly programmed. In such difficult
	cases,...
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Hacking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A new edition of the bestselling guide-now updated to cover the latest hacks and how to prevent them!


	It's bad enough when a hack occurs-stealing identities, bank accounts, and personal information. But when the hack could have been prevented by taking basic security measures-like the ones described in this book-somehow that...
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